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What is the Exosphere?
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The exosphere is the uppermost region of the terrestrial 
atmosphere that extends from 500 km up to 60 Earth radii 
(1RE ~ 6371 km).

The main component of this vast region is the atomic 
hydrogen (H).

One main feature of H is the resonant scattering of FUV 
emission (or Lyman-alpha (Ly-a) at 121.56 nm)
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Why do we need to study the Exosphere?

To understand the planetary atmospheric evolution, i.e., 
escaping rate.

To understand its role in inner magnetospheric dynamics 
during storm time, e.g.,  plasmaspheric refilling, ring current 
recovery

To provide support to magnetospheric imaging missions, e.g., 
ENA, Soft X-ray.

ENA flux:

Soft X-ray 
emissivities: Adapted from [Catling and Kastling, 2017]

The spatial distribution and temporal evolution of the H 
density is needed:



What can we do with EXOSpy?
EXOSpy provides direct access to several existing 
terrestrial exospheric models of H density, both 
data- and physics-based. 

Data-based model have been generated through 
inversion of optical data such as Lyman-Alpha or 
soft X-ray emissions. This models are limited to the 
optically thin region >3RE.

The physics-based Chamberlain model is also 
included in EXOSpy and describe H density from 
the exobase (~500 km)



EXOSpy applications: Evaluate current exospheric models

EXOSpy can be used to evaluate current models and compare predicted intensities with actual measurements.

EXOSpy can estimate the Lyman-Alpha intensity along a given line of sight (LOS) using the following formula:
nH  = H density
g = scattering factor
Psi = scattering function
Ip            = Interplanetary Ly-a background emission



EXOSpy can estimate the Lyman-Alpha intensity along a given line of sight (LOS) using the following formula:

𝜀!, 𝜀" = volume emission rate à nH 
Tau = optical depth
Ip            = Interplanetary Ly-a background emission

EXOSpy can be used extract exospheric contamination for current missions observing extra-terrestrial targets 
(i.e. HST)

EXOSpy applications: Calculate exospheric contamination



EXOSpy applications: Support UV instrument design

EXOSpy can be used to design UV instruments to 
observe, for example, the exosphere in Lyman-alpha.

This task typically aims to determine several optical 
parameters such as 
• FOV (in degrees), 
• pixel resolution (in degrees/pixel), 
• sensor responsivity at Ly-a (in cts/s/R),
• Integration time (in seconds),
• The optimal ephemeris,
• The optimal pointing viewing geometry.

Assessment of parameter selection can be made through 
SNR measurements or uncertainty in the estimation of by-
products such as hydrogen density.



Summary

EXOSpy can be used:
(i) to validate exospheric models with actual Ly-α

radiance data, 
(ii)  to estimate exospheric contamination that may affect 

extra-terrestrial observations, and 
(iii) to support UV instrument design

You can easily install EXOSpy using the command:
 pip install EXOSpy == 2.4
Documentation:
 https://exospy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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